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(57) ABSTRACT 

A game for a multitude of players based on driving rules 
applied according to a player’s social status The game has a 
playing ?eld and a segmented path, disposed on the playing 
?eld, the path including a set of indicia-bearing segments. 
The game has a multitude of tokens, each of the tokens for 
marking one player’s path segment. The game has a ?rst 
provision for issuing player-directives in response to the 
path indicia and a second provision for issuing player 
directives in response to the directives issued by the ?rst 
provision. The game has a provision for assigning each 
player indicia-bearing segments for starting and ending the 
game and a provision for assigning each player at least one 
game role. The game has a third provision for issuing 
player-directives for altering directives issued by the ?rst 
and second provisions, a provision for temporarily position 
ing the tokens according to player directives issued by the 
second provision, and a provision for recording player 
directives. 
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DOUBLE-STANDARD DWI-RULES GAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to games and game 
playing. More particularly, the present invention relates to a 
game based on drunk-driving rules and other rules of the 
road, the ?nancial consequences of drunk driving, and the 
different Ways of applying drunk-driving rules and other 
rules of the road according social status. 

[0002] The object of the game disclosed herein, is to 
provide amusement for the players While they acquaint 
themselves With the ?nancial liability incurred by being 
arrested for driving drunk. It is also is an object of the game 
is to provide amusement for the players While they acquaint 
themselves With the behind the scene manipulations result 
ing in special treatment for drunk-driving offenders accord 
ing to their social status. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Embodiments of the present invention provide a 
game for a multitude of players based on driving rules 
applied according to a player’s social status. The game has 
a playing ?eld and a provision disposed on the playing ?eld 
for traversing the playing ?eld. The traversing provision has 
a multitude of discrete positions, including a set of indicia 
bearing discrete positions and a set of non-indicia-bearing 
discrete positions. The game has a provision for identifying 
the discrete position occupied by each player at each instant 
of play, a provision for exchanging and measuring ?ctitious 
value during play, and a ?rst chance provision for randomly 
generating a plurality of numerical and non-numerical out 
comes. The game has a ?rst provision for issuing player 
directives in response to indicia born by the set of indicia 
bearing discrete positions and a second provision for issuing 
player-directives in response to the directives issued by the 
?rst provision. The game has a provision for assigning each 
player discrete indicia bearing positions for starting and 
ending the game and a provision for assigning each player 
at least one game role. The game has a third provision for 
issuing player-directives for altering directives issued by the 
?rst and second provisions for issuing player-directives. The 
game has a provision, remote from the ?eld traversing 
provision, for temporarily positioning the discrete-position 
identifying provisions according to player directives issued 
by the second provision for issuing player directives. The 
game has a provision for recording player-directives. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0004] FIG. 1 is the playing ?eld of the preferred embodi 
ment of the invented game. 

[0005] FIG. 2 shoWs the die faces of one die of the pair of 
dice of the preferred embodiment of the invented game. 

[0006] FIG. 3 shoWs the outcomes of the pair of dice of 
the preferred embodiment of the invented game. 

[0007] FIG. 4 presents the back and fronts of the ?rst deck 
of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented game, 
including examples of the possible ?rst player-directives. 

[0008] FIG. 5 presents the back and fronts of the second 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible second player 
directives. 
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[0009] FIG. 6 presents the back and fronts of the third 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible third player 
directives. 

[0010] FIG. 7 presents the back and fronts of the fourth 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible fourth player 
directives. 

[0011] FIG. 8 presents the back and fronts of the ?fth deck 
of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented game, 
including examples of the possible ?fth player-directives. 

[0012] FIG. 9 presents the sixth player-directives of the 
preferred embodiment of the invented game. 

[0013] FIG. 10 presents the back and fronts of the sixth 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible start and end 
assignments. 

[0014] FIG. 11 is an example of the recording device of 
the preferred embodiment of the invented game. 

[0015] FIG. 12 presents the back and fronts of the seventh 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible societal roles 
assigned to the game players. 

[0016] FIG. 13 presents the back and fronts of the eighth 
deck of cards of the preferred embodiment of the invented 
game, including examples of the possible seventh player 
directives. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0017] The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
is game 2, shoWn in FIG. 1. Game 2 is preferably con?gured 
as a typical board game having a playing board (not shoWn) 
of any type commonly used for board games. Game 2 
includes playing ?eld 4 that forms the top surface of the 
playing board. Alternatively, playing ?eld 4 may be a 
?exible sheet, having a thickness less than that of the playing 
board, of any suitable material, such as plastic, cloth, etc., 
that may be temporarily positioned atop a smooth, ?at 
surface, such a table-top. In another alternative, playing ?eld 
4 may be the display on a computer monitor or television 
screen. Playing ?eld 4 is preferably a parallelogram, such as 
a square or rectangle. The rectangular shape is exempli?ed 
in FIG. 1. 

[0018] Game 2 has a means, disposed on the playing ?eld, 
for traversing the playing ?eld having a multitude of discrete 
positions, including a set of indicia-bearing discrete posi 
tions and a set of non-indicia-bearing discrete positions. The 
traversing means is preferably a path having a plurality of 
path segments, preferably as exempli?ed by path 6 in FIG. 
1. Path 6 is preferably reminiscent of a freeWay system. The 
plurality of path segments have a ?rst set of path segments, 
as demonstrated by path segment 8, bearing ?rst indicia, 
preferably asterisks, as exempli?ed by indicium 8a. 

[0019] The plurality of path segments have a second set of 
path segments, as demonstrated by path segment 10, bearing 
second indicia, preferably the initials R. B., as exempli?ed 
by indicium 10a. 
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[0020] The plurality of path segments have a third set of 
path segments, as demonstrated by path segment 12, bearing 
third indicia, preferably a dollar symbol ($), as exempli?ed 
by indicium 12a. 

[0021] The plurality of path segments have a fourth set of 
path segments, as demonstrated by path segment 14, bearing 
a fourth indicium 14a, preferably a combination of indicium 
12a and a symbol representing a notebook computer, as 
exempli?ed by indicium 14a. 

[0022] The plurality of path segments have a ?fth set of 
path segments having one start-segment, as demonstrated by 
start-segment 16, for each of the plurality of players, each 
start-segment bearing a unique start indicium, preferably the 
Word “STAR ” folloWed by a numerical value, as exempli 
?ed by indicium 16a. The plurality path segments have a 
sixth set of path segments having one end-segment, as 
demonstrated by end-segment 18, for each of the plurality of 
players, each end-segment bearing a unique end indicium, 
preferably the Word “END” folloWed by a numerical value, 
as exempli?ed by indicium 18a. Note that the start- and 
end-segments are preferably located in each of the comers of 
playing surface 4, With a start-segment preferably located 
adjacent an end segment, as demonstrated by the start- and 
end-segments 16 and 18, respectively. Preferably there are at 
least tWo start-segments and tWo end-segments per comer, 
giving a total of at least at least eight start- and eight 
end-segments. Therefore, the numerical values of indicium 
16a and 18a are both in the range from one (1) to at least 
eight 

[0023] The plurality of path segments have a set of blank 
path segments, demonstrated by path segment 20, and a 
center path segment, demonstrated by path segment 22, 
bearing a center indicium, preferably an X, as exempli?ed 
by indicium 22a, located at the center of playing ?eld 4. 

[0024] Playing ?eld 4 also preferably includes regions 24, 
26, 28, and 30, each region bounded by a portion of path 6, 
as shoWn in FIG. 1. Additional discussion of these regions 
Will be presented in beloW, as appropriate. Playing ?eld 4 
may include common traf?c signs, such as signs commonly 
used to display numbers of roads, as demonstrated by traf?c 
sign 32. 

[0025] Game 2 includes a means for exchanging and 
measuring ?ctitious value during play, preferably play 
money of at least the folloWing denominations: $50.00, 
$100.00, $500.00, and $1000.00. Game 2 has a means for 
identifying the discrete position occupied by each player at 
each instant of play, preferably a plurality of tokens (not 
shoWn), one token for each player. The tokens may have any 
shape and be of any suitable material. Preferably, the tokens 
are miniature plastic automobiles that are color coded, so 
that each player gets a different colored token. Alternatively, 
the tokens may represent different types of vehicles, one 
type for each player, such as miniature automobiles, delivery 
vans, tractor-trailers, dump trucks, and the like. In another 
alternative, the tokens may be distinct icons on a computer 
monitor or television screen. 

[0026] Game 2 has a ?rst chance means for randomly 
generating a plurality of numerical and non-numerical out 
comes, the plurality of numerical outcomes including at 
least one set of special numerical outcomes and the plurality 
of non-numerical outcomes including at least ?rst, second, 
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and third sets of non-numerical outcomes. As Will become 
clear in the folloWing discussion, the ?rst chance means 
serves a variety of functions. 

[0027] Preferably the ?rst chance means is a pair of dice. 
FIG. 2 displays the six die faces of each die, generally 
denoted by 34. FIG. 2 shoWs that the die has faces 34a, b, 
c, and a' bearing indicia representing numerical values of 
one, tWo, three, and four, respectively. Die face 346 bears a 
?fth die indicium, preferably DWI. Die face 34f bears a sixth 
die indicium, preferably a dollar symbol 

[0028] FIG. 3 shoWs the possible numerical and non 
numerical outcomes of the ?rst chance means, as demon 
strated using the preferred ?rst chance means (the pair of 
dice), generally denoted by 36. The set of special numerical 
outcomes corresponds to rolling a pair of identical numerical 
indicia, as demonstrated by numerical outcomes 36a, b, c, 
and a'. The ?rst, second, and third sets of non-numerical 
outcomes include rolling a pair of DWI indicia, exempli?ed 
by non-numerical outcome 366, a DWI and $ indicium 
exempli?ed by non-numerical outcome 36f, and pair of $ 
indicia, exempli?ed by non-numerical outcome 36g, respec 
tively. Non-numerical outcomes 366, f, and g take on the 
numerical values of nine, ten, and eleven, respectively, as 
shoWn in FIG. 3 as appropriate. Alternatively, the ?rst 
chance means may be a spinner having the numerical and 
non-numerical outcomes of the ?rst chance means thereon. 
The ?rst chance means may be a random generator, similar 
to random number generators used by computers, to ran 
domly generate the numerical and non-numerical outcomes 
of the ?rst chance means. 

[0029] Game 2 has a ?rst means for issuing player 
directives in response to the indicia born by the set of 
indicia-bearing discrete positions. The ?rst means for issu 
ing player-directives preferably includes a second chance 
means for randomly issuing a player a ?rst player-directive 
from a plurality of distinct ?rst player-directives, the plu 
rality of distinct ?rst player-directives including at least ?rst, 
second, and third types of ?rst player-directives. 
[0030] Preferably, the second chance means is a ?rst deck 
of shuffled cards, demonstrated by deck 38 in FIG. 4. The 
backs, demonstrated by 38a in FIG. 4, of the cards of deck 
38 bear indicia corresponding to the indicium 8a of path 
segment 8 and indicium 38b. Indicium 38b preferably 
includes the asterisks of indicia 8a and symbol 38c, repre 
senting the front of an automobile, preferably a laW enforce 
ment automobile. Deck 38 is preferably positioned back up 
in region 24 of playing ?eld 4, as in FIG. 1. The front of 
each card of deck 38 bears one of the distinct ?rst player 
directives, Whereby the player Whose token lands on a path 
segment having indicium 8a draWs one card from deck 38 
and folloWs the ?rst player-directive. 

[0031] FIG. 4 provides examples of the ?rst (38th, second 
(386), and third (38)‘) types of ?rst player-directives appear 
ing on the fronts of the cards of deck 38. First player 
directive type 38d includes all ?rst player-directives direct 
ing the player to go to court. First player-directive type 386 
includes all ?rst player-directives directing the player to 
collect a sum of play money. First player-directive type 38f 
includes all ?rst player-directives other than 38d or 6. Arrow 
38g in FIG. 4 is provided to indicate that the number of 
cards constituting each of ?rst player-directive types 38d, 6, 
and f is at least enough to make the draWing of a given card 
statistically random. 
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[0032] Alternatively, the second chance means may be a 
spinner having a distribution of at least ?rst, second, and 
third types of ?rst player-directives, such that the assignment 
of a given ?rst player-directive type is statistically random. 
The second chance means may be a random generator, 
similar to random number generators used by computers, to 
randomly generate at least the ?rst, second, and third types 
of ?rst player-directives of the second chance means. 

[0033] The ?rst means for issuing player-directives also 
has a third chance means for randomly issuing a player a 
second player-directive from a plurality of distinct second 
player-directives, the plurality of distinct second player 
directives including at least ?rst, second, and third types of 
second player-directives. 

[0034] Preferably, the third chance means is a second deck 
of shuffled cards, demonstrated by deck 40 in FIG. 5. The 
backs, demonstrated by 40a in FIG. 5, of the cards of deck 
40 bear indicia corresponding to the indicium 10a of path 
segment 10. As demonstrated in FIG. 5, card-back 40a 
preferably includes indicium 40b (ROADBLOCK), corre 
sponding directly to indicia 10a (R.B.) in FIG. 1. Card-back 
40a also preferably includes indicium 40c, as shoWn in FIG. 
5. The deck is preferably positioned back up in region 26 of 
playing surface 4, as in FIG. 1. The front of each card of 
deck 40 bears one of the distinct second player-directives, 
Whereby the player Whose token lands on a path segment 
having indicium 10a draWs one card from deck 40 and 
folloWs the second player-directive. 

[0035] FIG. 5 provides examples of the ?rst (40a) second 
(406), and third (40)‘) types of second player-directives 
appearing on the fronts of the cards of deck 40. Second 
player-directive type 40d includes all second player-direc 
tives directing the player to go to court. Second player 
directive type 406 includes all second player-directives 
directing the player to go to DWI court. Second player 
directive type 40f includes all second player-directives other 
than 40d or 6. Arrow 40g in FIG. 5 is provided to indicate 
that the number of cards constituting each of second player 
directive types 40d, 6, and f is at least enough to make the 
draWing of a given card statistically random. 

[0036] Alternatively, the third chance means may be a 
spinner having a distribution of at least ?rst, second, and 
third types of second player-directives, such that the assign 
ment of a given second player-directive type is statistically 
random. The third chance means may be a random genera 
tor, similar to random number generators used by computers, 
to randomly generate at least the ?rst, second, and third 
types of second player-directives of the third chance means. 

[0037] The ?rst means for issuing player-directives also 
has a fourth chance means for randomly issuing a player a 
third or fourth player-directive from a plurality of distinct 
third and fourth player-directives. The plurality of distinct 
third player-directives includes at least ?rst and second types 
of third player-directives, and the plurality of distinct fourth 
player-directives includes at least ?rst, second, and third 
types of fourth player-directives. 

[0038] Preferably, the fourth chance means includes third 
and fourth decks of cards. The third deck of cards is 
demonstrated by deck 42 in FIG. 6. The backs, demon 
strated by 42a in FIG. 6, of the cards of deck 42 bear indicia 
corresponding to the indicium 12a of path segment 12, as 
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shoWn in FIG. 1. As demonstrated in FIG. 6, card-back 42a 
preferably includes indicium 42b, Which includes a pair of 
indicia 12a and a pair of anagrams for automatic teller 
machine The front of each card of the third deck 
bears one of the distinct third player-directives. 

[0039] FIG. 6 provides examples of the ?rst (42c) and 
second (42d) types of third player-directives appearing on 
the fronts of the cards of deck 42. Third player-directive type 
42c includes all third player-directives that are detrimental 
to a player, Whereas third player-directive type 42d includes 
all third player-directives that are bene?cial to a player. 

[0040] The fourth deck of cards is demonstrated by deck 
44 in FIG. 7. The backs, demonstrated by 44a in FIG. 7, of 
the cards of deck 44 bear indicia corresponding to the 
indicium 14a of path segment 14, as shoWn in FIG. 1. As 
demonstrated in FIG. 7, card-back 44a preferably includes 
indicium 44b, the portion of indicium 14a that is a symbol 
representing a notebook computer. Card-back 44a also pref 
erably includes indicium 44c e-MAIL, as shoWn in FIG. 7. 
The front of each card of the fourth deck bears one of the 
distinct fourth player-directives. 

[0041] FIG. 7 provides examples of the ?rst (44c), second 
(44a) and third (44c) types of fourth player-directives 
appearing on the fronts of the cards of deck 44. Fourth 
player-directive type 44c includes all fourth player-direc 
tives that are detrimental to a player, Whereas fourth player 
directive type 44d includes all fourth player-directives that 
are bene?cial to a player. Fourth player-directive type 44d 
includes fourth player-directives directing the player to 
choose the option of changing at least one societal role With 
another player or of relinquishing at least one assigned 
societal role and obtaining at least one different societal role 
using a seventh chance means. Societal roles and the seventh 
chance means are discussed beloW. 

[0042] Decks 42 and 44 are shuffled together to form a 
single mixed deck 42/44. Mixed deck 42/44 is preferably 
positioned back up in region 28 of playing surface 4, as in 
FIG. 1. When a player’s token lands on a path segment 
having indicium 12a or 14a, the player draWs one card from 
mixed deck 42/44 and folloWs either the third or fourth 
player-directive, as appropriate. ArroWs 42c and 44f, in 
FIGS. 6 and 7, respectively, are provided to indicate that the 
number of cards constituting decks 42 and 44 is at least 
enough to make the draWing of a given card from mixed 
deck 42/44 statistically random. 

[0043] Alternatively, the fourth chance means may be a 
spinner having a distribution of at least ?rst and second types 
of third player-directives and at least ?rst, second, and third 
types of fourth player-directives, such that the assignment of 
a given third or fourth player-directive type is statistically 
random. The fourth chance means may be a random gen 
erator, similar to random number generators used by com 
puters, to randomly generate at least ?rst and second types 
of third player-directives and at least the ?rst, second, and 
third types of fourth player-directives of the fourth chance 
means. 

[0044] Game 2 has a second means for issuing player 
directives in response to the directives issued by the ?rst 
means for issuing player directives. The second means for 
issuing player directives has a ?fth chance means for ran 
domly issuing a player a ?fth player-directive from a plu 
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rality of distinct ?fth player-directives, in response to the 
?rst type of ?rst or second player-directives. The plurality of 
distinct ?fth player-directives includes at least ?rst, second, 
third, and fourth types of ?fth player-directives. 

[0045] Preferably, the ?fth chance means is a ?fth deck of 
shuffled cards, demonstrated by deck 46 in FIG. 8. The 
backs, demonstrated by 46a in FIG. 8, of the cards of deck 
46 bear indicia 46b and c, preferably a hammer striking a 
bloW and the Word COURT, respectively. The deck is 
preferably positioned back up in region 30 of playing 
surface 4, as in FIG. 1. The front of each card of deck 40 
bears one of the distinct ?fth player-directives. When a 
player draWs either ?rst player-directive type 38d from deck 
38 or second player-directive type 40d from deck 40, the 
player subsequently draWs a card from deck 46 and folloWs 
the distinct ?fth player-directive. 

[0046] FIG. 8 provides examples of the ?rst (46th, second 
(466), third (46)‘), and fourth (46g) types of ?fth player 
directives, appearing on the fronts of the cards of deck 46. 
Fifth player-directive type 46d includes a guilty verdict, a 
?ne, a jail sentence, and a number of points, Which are 
assigned to the player. Fifth player-directive type 466 
includes a guilty verdict, a ?ne, and a number of points, 
Which are assigned to the player. Fifth player-directive type 
46f includes a guilty verdict and a ?ne. Fifth player-directive 
type 46g includes a not-guilty verdict. ArroW 46h in FIG. 8 
is provided to indicate that the number of cards constituting 
each of second player-directive types 46d, 6, f, and g is at 
least enough to make the draWing of a given card statistically 
random. 

[0047] Alternatively, the ?fth chance means may be a 
spinner having a distribution of at least ?rst, second, third, 
and fourth types of ?fth player-directives, such that the 
assignment of a given ?fth player-directive type is statisti 
cally random. The ?fth chance means may be a random 
generator, similar to random number generators used by 
computers, to randomly generate at least the ?rst, second, 
third, and fourth types of ?fth player-directives of the third 
chance means. 

[0048] The second means for issuing player directives also 
has a means for issuing a player a sixth player-directive from 
a plurality of distinct sixth player-directives, in response to 
the second type of second player-directives. The plurality of 
distinct sixth player-directives includes at least ?rst and 
second types of sixth player-directives. The second type of 
sixth player-directive includes at least ?rst, second, third, 
and fourth subtypes. 

[0049] The means for issuing a player a sixth player 
directive is preferably Table 48, exempli?ed in FIG. 9. Table 
48 is used for a second player-directive type 406, directing 
the player to go to DWI court. In fact, Table 48 is a 
simulation of DWI court, represented by indicium 50, pref 
erably D.W.I., preferably located in region 40 of playing 
surface 4 of FIG. 1. FIG. 9 demonstrates the ?rst (48a) and 
second (48b) types of the sixth player-directives. FIG. 9 also 
demonstrates the ?rst (48c), second (48a) third (48c), and 
fourth (48f) subtypes of the second type of sixth player 
directives (48b). 

[0050] Sixth player-directive type 48a preferably includes 
the player paying a mandatory fee and the option of paying 
an additional fee, preferably called an appeal fee, the 
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amounts of both fees increasing for increased numbers of 
sixth player-directive types 48b. Payment of the optional 
additional fee alloWs the player to use the ?rst chance means 
(preferably the pair of dice) to randomly generate a numeri 
cal outcome. If the numerical outcome is odd the player does 
not receive a sixth player-directive. This corresponds to a 
not-guilty verdict. If the numerical outcome is even, the 
player receives sixth player-directive type 48b, a DWI 
offense. This corresponds to a guilty verdict. 

[0051] Sixth player-directive subtype 48c directs the 
player to go to jail, getting out of jail becoming more 
dif?cult for increased numbers of sixth player-directive 
types 48b. Sixth player-directive subtype 48d preferably 
directs the player to pay ?nes, fees, and surcharges, the 
amount of each increasing for increased numbers of sixth 
player-directive types 48b. Sixth player-directive subtype 
486 preferably assigns numbers of community service days 
and/or days in an alcohol treatment program and directs the 
player to pay a fee based on the number of days. Subtype 486 
also directs the player to use the ?rst chance means (pref 
erably the pair of dice) to randomly generate a numerical 
outcome to establish the number of spaces the player’s token 
is moved in the opposite direction of normal movement. The 
number of community service days for sixth player-directive 
subtype 48e increases for increased numbers of sixth player 
directive types 48b. Sixth player-directive subtype 48f 
directs the player to miss at least one turn; the number of 
missed turns increasing for increased numbers of sixth 
player-directive types 48b. 

[0052] Alternatively, the above-described functions of 
Table 48 can be accomplished using suitable computer 
softWare. 

[0053] Game 2 has a means for assigning each player 
discrete indicia bearing positions for starting and ending the 
game, preferably a sixth chance means for randomly assign 
ing each player, at the start of the game, a path segment for 
starting the game and a path segment for ending the game. 
Preferably, the sixth chance means is a sixth deck of shuffled 
cards, demonstrated by deck 52 in FIG. 10. The backs, 
demonstrated by 52a in FIG. 10, of the cards of deck 52 bear 
indicium 52b, preferably including the Words START & 
DESTINATION, in duplicate, and the letters S D. 

[0054] The front of each card of the sixth deck bears an 
indicium, demonstrated by indicium 52c, corresponding to 
one of the start indicium 16a of one of the start-segments 16 
and one of the end indicium 18a of one of the end-segments 
18. Indicium 52c preferably includes an indicium identical 
to start indicium 16a. Indicium 52c also preferably includes 
DESTINATION folloWed by a numerical value, Where 
DESTINATION corresponds to the END portion of indi 
cium 18a. Indicium 52c speci?es unique pair of start-end 
path segments for each player. Preferably, there are at least 
64 distinct 52c-type indicia. Each player draWs a card from 
deck 52 to establish each player’s start-segment, Where the 
player positions his/her token at the start of the game, and to 
establish each player’s end-segment, Where the player’s 
token Will be located at the end of the game. 

[0055] Alternatively, the sixth chance means may be a 
spinner having at least 64 distinct 52c-type indicia. The ?fth 
chance means may be a random generator, similar to random 
number generators used by computers, to randomly generate 
at least 64 distinct 52c-type indicia. 
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[0056] Game 2 has a means for players to record at least 
the second type of second player-directive, the ?rst, second, 
and third types of ?fth player-directives, the ?rst and second 
types of siXth-player-directives, and the second and third 
subtypes of the second type of siXth-player-directives. 

[0057] The recording means is preferably Table 54, dem 
onstrated in FIG. 11. Table 54 represents a player’s driving 
record. Table 54 includes column 54a for recording the 
second type of the second player-directives, preferably sec 
ond player-directive type 406, Which includes all second 
player-directives directing the player to go to DWI court. 
Table 54 includes column 54b for recording the points 
assigned to a player by the second player-directive type of 
the ?fth player-directives, preferably ?fth player-directive 
type 466. Table 54 includes column 54c for recording the 
?nes assigned by the ?rst, second, and third types of the ?fth 
player-directives, preferably ?fth player-directive types 46d, 
6, and f, respectively. Fines assigned by the second subtype 
of the second type of the siXth player-directives (48b), 
preferably siXth player-directive subtype 48d, are also 
recorded in column 54c. Table 54 includes column 54d for 
recording the number of community service days assigned 
by the third subtype of the second player-directive types of 
the siXth-player directives, preferably siXth player-directive 
subtype 486. Table 54 includes column 546 for recording the 
guilty and not-guilty verdicts of the ?rst type of the siXth 
player-directives, preferably siXth player-directive type 48a. 
Table 54 includes column 54f for recording the number of 
days to be spent in an alcohol treatment program assigned by 
the third subtype of the second player-directive types of the 
siXth-player directives, preferably siXth player-directive sub 
type 486. 

[0058] Alternatively, the recording means may be an elec 
tronic recording means capable of receiving inputs contain 
ing the information of the ?rst, second, and third types of 
?fth player-directives, the ?rst and second types of siXth 
player-directives, and the second and third subtypes of the 
second type of siXth-player-directives. The recording means 
may be computer softWare. 

[0059] Game 2 has a means, remote from the ?eld tra 
versing provision, for temporarily positioning the discrete 
position-identifying provisions according to player direc 
tives issued by the second provision for issuing player 
directives. The temporary positioning means is preferably a 
jail, preferably denoted by indicium 56, Which is preferably 
located in region 30 of playing surface 4, as shoWn in FIG. 
1. The jail is used in response to the ?rst type of ?fth 
player-directives and the ?rst subtype of the second type of 
the siXth player-directives, preferably ?fth player-directive 
type 46d and siXth player-directive subtype 48c, respec 
tively. 

[0060] Game 2 has a means for assigning each player at 
least one game role, preferably a societal role. The game role 
assigning means is preferably a seventh chance means for 
randomly assigning each player at least one societal role. 
The seventh chance means preferably includes the above 
described dice of the ?rst chance means. The seventh chance 
means also preferably includes a seventh deck of cards. 

[0061] The seventh deck is demonstrated by deck 58 in 
FIG. 12. Back 58a of each card of deck 58 preferably bears 
indicium 58b (GAME PLAYER). The fronts of the cards 
preferably include at least the speci?c different societal roles 
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58c (DWIE) and 58d (BANKER) and a number of other 
societal roles, as demonstrated by societal-roles 58c-g. 

[0062] The player assigned societal role 58c preferably 
starts the game having at least one DWI preferably desig 
nated by the number one in column 54a of Table 54 in FIG. 
11. The player assigned societal 58c also preferably starts 
the game having at least three points in column 54b of Table 
54 in FIG. 11. The player assigned societal 58d starts the 
game With an additional sum of play money, preferably at 
least $10,000.00. Societal role 58d preferably includes the 
roles of game facilitator and judge. The judge uses Table 48 
to issue the ?rst (48c), second (48a) third (48c), and fourth 
(48f) subtypes of the second type of the siXth player 
directives (48b), according to the number of DWI offenses 
(48b’s) possessed by a player. 

[0063] Alternatively the seventh chance means may be a 
spinner having at least societal roles 58c and d and a number 
of other societal roles, as exempli?ed by societal roles 
58c-g. In another alternative, the seventh chance means may 
be computer softWare. 

[0064] Game 2 has a third means for issuing player 
directives for altering directives issued by the ?rst and 
second provisions for issuing player-directives. The third 
means is preferably an eighth chance means for randomly 
issuing a player at least one seventh player-directive from a 
plurality of distinct seventh player-directives. The seventh 
player-directives include directives corresponding to direc 
tives from the ?rst type of ?rst, second, third, fourth, ?fth, 
and siXth player-directives. The seventh player-directives 
also include directives corresponding to directives from the 
second type of the second and ?fth player-directives, the 
?rst, second, third, and fourth subtypes of the siXth player 
directives, and the third type of ?fth player-directives and 
directives for getting out of jail. 

[0065] Preferably the eighth chance means is an eighth 
deck of shuffled cards, demonstrated by deck 60 in FIG. 13. 
The backs, demonstrated by 60a in FIG. 13, of the cards of 
deck 60 bear indicium 60b, preferably including the Words 
HELPING HAND, in duplicate, and the letters H H. The 
front of each card of deck 60 bears one of the distinct 
seventh player-directives. 

[0066] At the start of the game, each player draWs at least 
one card from the eighth deck. After use, the card from the 
eighth deck is placed on the bottom of the eighth deck and 
another card is draWn from the top of the eighth deck, so as 
to have at least one card from the eighth deck during the 
entire game. If a player needs a particular card from the 
eighth deck he/or she may purchase the desired card from 
another player, if possessed by another player. Or, he/or she 
may trade, With another player, an eighth-deck card in his/or 
her possession for the desired card, if possessed by the other 
player. 

[0067] FIG. 13 provides eXamples of the seventh player 
directives appearing on the fronts of the cards of deck 60. 
Seventh player-directive 60c is an eXample of a seventh 
player-directive for negating ?rst player-directive type 38d 
and second player-directive types 40d, 6, and f. Seventh 
player-directive 60d is an eXample of a seventh player 
directive for mitigating siXth player-directive type 48a of 
Table 48. 
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[0068] Arrow 606 in FIG. 13 is provided to indicate that 
the number of cards constituting deck 60 is at least enough 
to make the draWing of a given card statistically random. 

[0069] Alternatively, the eighth chance means may be a 
spinner having a distribution of the different seventh player 
directives, such that the assignment of a given second 
player-directive type is statistically random. The eighth 
chance means may be a random generator, similar to random 
number generators used by computers. 

[0070] To play the preferred embodiment, game 2, of the 
present invention, each player selects a token from the 
plurality of tokens. Each player then preferably receives a 
Table 54 for recording the required information thereon. In 
the preferred method of play, each player records his/her 
oWn information on Table 54. A player caught falsifying 
information in Table 54 loses one turn for each offense. 
Alternatively, one of the players, such as the banker, may be 
designated to record each player’s Table-54 information. 

[0071] Each player is assigned at least one, but preferably 
tWo societal roles, by rolling the pair of dice to obtain one 
of the numerical values shoWn in FIG. 3. The player With 
the largest numerical value draWs the card from deck 58 
having societal role 58d and is thereby assigned the roles 
banker, game facilitator, and judge. The player having the 
loWest numerical value draWs the card from deck 58 having 
societal role 58c and is thereby assigned the societal role of 
DWIE and correspondingly places the number one in col 
umn 54a and at least three points in column 54b of Table 54 
in FIG. 11. Players having societal roles 58c and d are each 
assigned a second societal role by draWing one additional 
card, at random, from 58. Players having numerical values 
betWeen the highest and loWest values each draW tWo cards, 
at random, from deck 58. 

[0072] Players assigned societal roles other than 58c and 
58d, as exempli?ed by societal roles 586, f, and g of FIG. 12, 
preferably collect fees, surcharges, or the like that are 
assessed during play. These fees, surcharges, or the like are 
preferably paid to the player assigned the societal role 
corresponding to the given fee, surcharge, or the like. If no 
player is assigned that societal role, the fee is paid to the 
banker, the player assigned societal role 58d. For eXample, 
for the insurance surcharge of siXth player-directive subtype 
48d of Table 48 in FIG. 9, the insurance surcharge is paid 
to the player assigned societal role 58e, exempli?ed in FIG. 
12. If no player is assigned societal role 586, the insurance 
surcharge is paid to the banker. 

[0073] The banker then distributes an identical sum of 
play money to each player, preferably $10,000.00 as fol 
loWs: 5 $1,000.00, 6 $500.00 15 $100.00, and 10 $50.00 
denominations. The banker receives the same sum of play 
money as the other players plus an additional sum, prefer 
ably $10,000.00. Each player is then assigned a start 
segment, as demonstrated by start-segment 16, and an 
end-segment, as demonstrated by end-segment 18, by draW 
ing a card from deck 52 of FIG. 10. The player’s token is 
positioned on the start segment at the start of the game. 
Reaching the assigned end segment is the player’s objective 
during play. Each player noW draWs at least one card, but 
preferably four cards, from deck 60. Then, each player rolls 
the pair of dice to obtain one of the numerical values shoWn 
in FIG. 3 to determine the order in Which the players start 
the game. The player having the highest numerical value 
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goes ?rst, the second highest numerical value second, etc. 
Note that for determining the order of play, non-numerical 
outcomes 366, f, and g take on the numerical values of nine, 
ten, and eleven, respectively, as shoWn in FIG. 3. 

[0074] During play each player’s turn includes rolling the 
pair of dice and responding to the outcome of the roll. A 
player rolling one of the numerical outcomes of FIG. 3 
moves the token the number of path segments, equal to the 
numerical outcome, toWard the player’s destination. If the 
player rolls one of numerical outcomes 36a, b, c, or d of 
FIG. 3, the player has the option of moving the number of 
path segments equal to the numerical outcome or moving the 
number of path segments equal to tWice the numerical 
outcome. If the player rolls non-numerical outcome 366 of 
FIG. 3, the player is ?ned and loses a turn. If non-numerical 
outcome 36f is rolled, the player loses a turn, and if 
non-numerical outcome 36g is rolled, the player collects a 
sum of money, preferably $500.00, and has the option of 
rolling again. 

[0075] During play, When a player’s token lands on a path 
segment 8, the player draWs a card from deck 38 of FIG. 4 
and folloWs the player-directive on the front of the card. For 
a ?rst player-directive type 38d, the player draWs a card from 
deck 46. HoWever, if the player is holding a card from deck 
60, for negating ?rst player-directive type 38d, the player 
has the option of playing the card from deck 60 to avoid 
draWing a card from the deck 46. If the player is not in 
possession of the proper deck-60 card, the player may obtain 
the proper deck-60 card from another player in eXchange for 
play money or in eXchange for another deck-60 card in 
his/her possession. The player then places the used deck-60 
card on the bottom of deck 60, and draWs another card from 
the top of deck 60. 

[0076] When a player’s token lands on a path segment 10, 
the player draWs a card from deck 40 of FIG. 5 and folloWs 
the player-directive on the front of the card. For a second 
player-directive type 40d, the player draWs a card from deck 
46. For a second player-directive type 406, the player places 
a mark in column 54a of Table 54, and Table 48 is used to 
assign the player siXth player-directive type 48a or b. 
HoWever, if the player is holding a card from deck 60, for 
negating second player-directive type 40d, the player has the 
option of playing the card from deck 60 to avoid draWing a 
card from the deck 46. If the player is not in possession of 
the proper deck-60 card, the player may obtain the proper 
deck-60 card from another player in eXchange for play 
money or in eXchange for another deck-60 card in his/her 
possession. For a deck-60 card for negating second player 
directive type 406, the player has the option of playing the 
card from deck 60 to avoid to placing a mark in column 54a 
of Table 54 and to avoid Table 48. The player then places the 
used deck-60 card on the bottom of deck 60, and draWs 
another card from the top of deck 60. 

[0077] When a player’s token lands one of the path 
segments 12 or 14, the player draWs a card from miXed deck 
42/44 and folloWs the directive. For third player-directive 
type 42c or fourth player-directive type 44c, the player has 
the option of playing a card from deck 60 to negate or 
mitigate third player-directive type 42c or fourth player 
directive 44c, if the player is holding the appropriate card 
from deck 60. If the player is not in possession of the proper 
deck-60 card, the player may obtain the proper deck-60 card 
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from another player in exchange for play money or in 
exchange for another deck-60 card in his/her possession. 
The player then places the used deck-60 card on the bottom 
of deck 60, and draWs another card from the top of deck 60. 
For fourth player-directive type 44d, the player chooses the 
option of changing at least one societal role With another 
player or of relinquishing at least one assigned societal role 
and obtaining at least one different societal role by draWing 
a card from deck 58. 

[0078] When a player draWs a card from deck 46, the 
player has the option of negating or mitigating ?fth player 
directives 46d, 6, or f by playing a card from deck 60 that 
negates or mitigates the corresponding ?fth player-directive, 
if the player possesses the appropriate deck-60 card. If the 
player is not in possession of the proper deck-60 card, the 
player may obtain the proper deck-60 card from another 
player in exchange for play money or in exchange for 
another deck-60 card in his/her possession. The player then 
places the used deck-60 card on the bottom of deck 60, and 
draWs another card from the top of deck 60. For ?fth player 
directives 46d or e, the player records the ?ne in column 54c 
of Table 54 and the number of points in column 54b of Table 
54. For ?fth player directives 46f, the player records the ?ne 
in column 54c of Table 54. 

[0079] Using Table 48 to assign sixth player directive 
types 48a or b involves the player having societal role 58d 
(acting the part of judge) looking column 546 of the Table 
54 possessed by the player having a second player-directive 
type 406 (the offender). If there are no guilty verdicts in 
column 546, the judge assigns the offender a sixth player 
directive type 48a for the ?rst DWI offense, one guilty 
verdict the second DWI offense, and tWo guilty verdicts the 
third DWI offense. Sixth player-directive type 48a includes 
the player paying mandatory fee for the appropriate DWI 
offense, preferably the values given in Table 48 for sixth 
player-directive type 48a. Sixth player-directive type 48a 
also includes the option of paying an appeal fee for the 
appropriate DWI offense, preferably the values for appeal 
fees given in Table 48 for sixth player-directive type 48a. 
Payment of the optional appeal fee alloWs the player to use 
the pair of dice to generate a numerical outcome. The 
mandatory fee and the optional appeal fee are preferably 
paid to the player assigned societal role 58f, shoWn in FIG. 
12. If no player is assigned societal role 58f, the mandatory 
fee and the optional appeal fee are paid to the banker, the 
player assigned societal role 58d. If the numerical outcome 
is odd, the player does not receive a sixth player-directive 
type 48b, corresponding to a not-guilty verdict that is 
recorded in column 546 of Table 54. 

[0080] If the numerical outcome is even or the offender 
declines the option to pay the appeal fee, the player receives 
sixth player-directive type 48b, a DWI offense, correspond 
ing to a guilty verdict, including sixth player-directive 
subtypes 48c-f for the appropriate DWI offense. The player 
records the amount of the ?ne for sixth player-directive 
subtype 48a' in column 54b of Table 54, preferably the ?nes 
given in Table 48 for sixth player-directive type 48b for the 
appropriate DWI offense. The player also records the num 
ber of community service days, preferably the numbers of 
days given for sixth player-directive subtype 486 in Table 48 
for the appropriate DWI offense, in column 54d of Table 54. 
The guilty verdict is indicated in column 546 of Table 54. If 
a player (offender) having at least tWo guilty verdicts rolls an 
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even numerical outcome or declines the option to pay the 
appeal fee, the player is ejected from the game. 

[0081] Aplayer receiving ?fth player-directive type 46d or 
sixth player-directive subtype 48c goes to jail by placing 
his/her token on indicium 56, located in region 30 of playing 
surface 4, as shoWn in FIG. 1. The player may preferably get 
out of jail by paying a ?ne, preferably $500.00, using the 
play money, by playing a get-out-of-jail card from deck 60, 
or by rolling numerical outcomes 36a, b, or c or non 
numerical outcome 36g of FIG. 3 using the pair of dice. If 
the player is not in possession of the proper deck-60 card, the 
player may obtain the proper deck-60 card from another 
player in exchange for play money or in exchange for 
another deck-60 card in his/her possession. If the player rolls 
non-numerical outcome 366, that player misses three con 
secutive turns. The player places his/her token on path 
segment 22 of FIG. 1 after getting out of jail and resumes 
play from there. 

[0082] Upon reaching the assigned end-segment, the 
player receives a ?rst sum of play money, preferably 
$500.00. HoWever, the player has the option of increasing 
the sum of play money by rolling the pair of dice and 
multiplying the numerical outcome by a second sum of play 
money, preferably $150.00, that is less than the ?rst sum. If 
non-numerical outcome 366 of FIG. 3 is rolled, the player 
goes to DWI court, Where Table 48 is used as described 
above. If non-numerical outcome 36g of FIG. 3 is rolled, the 
player has the option of either collecting a sum of play 
money equal to tWice the ?rst sum or rolling the pair of dice 
and multiplying the numerical outcome by tWice the second 
sum of play money. NoW, game play is either ended for the 
player or the player may initiate another round of play, as 
described above, starting by draWing a card from deck 52 of 
FIG. 10 to obtain neW start and end path segments. In the 
case of multiple rounds of play, the players receive tWice the 
?rst sum of play money, in addition to the ?rst sum of play 
money, and remove at least one guilty verdict from column 
546 of Table 54 for each time they reach their assigned 
end-segment. 
[0083] After a player has completed the desired number of 
rounds of play, the game play is over for the player When that 
player’s token reaches his/her assigned end segment for the 
terminal round. The game is over When all of the players’ 
tokens reach their assigned end segments for the terminal 
round. At this point, each player pays the ?nes recorded in 
column 54c of Table 54. Each player also rolls the dice and 
deducts the number of points equal to the numerical out 
come of the dice from the number of points in column 54b 
of Table 54. The player having the largest amount of play 
money at this point is the Winner of the game. 

[0084] Although the present invention has been described 
With reference to preferred embodiments, Workers skilled in 
the art Will recogniZe that changes may be made in form and 
detail Without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. 

It is hereby claimed: 
1. A game for a plurality of players, the game comprising: 

a playing ?eld; 

a means, disposed on the playing ?eld, for traversing the 
?eld, the playing ?eld traversing means having a plu 
rality of discrete positions, the plurality of discrete 
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positions comprising a set of indicia-bearing discrete 
positions and a set of non-indicia-bearing discrete 
positions; 

a means for exchanging and measuring ?ctitious value 
during play; 

a means for identifying the discrete position occupied by 
each player at each instant of play; 

a chance means for randomly generating numerical and 
non-numerical outcomes, the numerical outcomes for 
at least determining the number of discrete positions to 
be moved by the position-identifying means during 
Play; 

a ?rst means for issuing player-directives in response to 
indicia born by the set of indicia-bearing discrete 
positions; 

a second means for issuing player-directives in response 
to the directives issued by the ?rst means for issuing 
player directives; 

a means for assigning each player a discrete-position from 
the set of indicia-bearing discrete positions for starting 
the game and a discrete-position from the set of indicia 
bearing discrete positions for ending the game; 

a means for assigning each player at least one game role; 

a third means for issuing player-directives for altering 
directives issued by the ?rst and second means for 
issuing player-directives; 

a means, remote from the playing-?eld-traversing means, 
for temporarily positioning the discrete-position-iden 
tifying means according to player directives issued by 
the second provision for issuing player directives; and 

a means for recording player-directives. 
2. The game of claim 1, Wherein the of the chance means 

for issuing numerical and non-numerical outcomes is a pair 
of dice. 

3. The game of claim 2, Wherein each die of the pair of 
dice comprises: four faces bearing indicia representing 
numerical values of one, tWo, three, and four, respectively, 
a face bearing a ?fth die-indicium, and a face bearing a siXth 
die-indicium. 

4. The game of claim 1, Wherein the means for exchang 
ing and measuring ?ctitious value is play money. 

5. The game of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst means for issuing 
player directives comprises a chance means for randomly 
issuing a player a ?rst player-directive from a plurality of 
distinct ?rst player-directives. 

6. The game of claim 5, Wherein the ?rst player-directive 
issuing chance means is a ?rst deck of shuffled cards. 

7. The game of claim 6, Wherein the ?rst means for issuing 
player directives further comprises a chance means for 
randomly issuing a player a second player-directive from a 
plurality of distinct second player-directives. 

8. The game of claim 7, Wherein the second player 
directive issuing chance means is a second deck of shuffled 
cards. 

9. The game of claim 8, Wherein the ?rst means for issuing 
player directives further comprises a chance means for 
randomly issuing a player a third or fourth player-directive 
from a plurality of distinct third and fourth player-directives. 
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10. The game of claim 9, Wherein the chance means for 
issuing third- and fourth-player directives is a miXed deck of 
shuffled cards. 

11. The game of claim 10, Wherein the miXed deck of 
shuffled cards includes a third deck of cards comprising the 
third-player directives and a fourth deck of cards comprising 
the fourth player-directives. 

12. The game of claim 1, Wherein the second means for 
issuing player-directives comprises a chance means for 
randomly issuing a player a ?rst player-directive from a 
plurality of distinct ?rst player-directives. 

13. The game of claim 12, Wherein the ?rst player 
directive issuing chance means is a deck of shuffled cards. 

14. The game of claim 12, Wherein the second means for 
issuing player-directives further comprises a means for 
issuing a player a second player-directive from a plurality of 
distinct second player-directives. 

15. The game of claim 1, Wherein the position-assigning 
means includes a chance means for randomly assigning each 
player a discrete-position from the set of indicia-bearing 
discrete positions for starting the game and a discrete 
position from the set of indicia-bearing discrete positions for 
ending the game. 

16. The game of claim 15, Wherein the position-assigning 
chance means includes a deck of shuffled cards 

17. The game of claim 1, Wherein the game role assigning 
means includes a chance means for randomly assigning each 
player at least one game role. 

18. The game of claim 17 Wherein the game role assigning 
chance means includes a deck of shuffled cards 

19. The game of claim 18, Wherein the game role 
assigning chance means further includes a pair of dice. 

20. The game of claim 19, Wherein each die of the pair of 
dice comprises: four faces bearing indicia representing 
numerical values of one, tWo, three, and four, respectively, 
a face bearing a ?fth die-indicium, and a face bearing a siXth 
die-indicium. 

21. The game of claim 1, Wherein the third means for 
issuing player-directives comprises a chance means for 
randomly issuing a player at least one player-directive, from 
a plurality of distinct player-directives. 

22. The game of claim 21, Wherein the chance means for 
issuing the seventh player-directives is a deck of shuffled 
cards. 

23. The game of claim 1, Wherein the means for tempo 
rarily positioning the discrete-position-identifying means is 
a jail indicium disposed on the playing ?eld. 

24. The game of claim 1, Wherein the discrete position 
identifying means comprises a token for each player. 

25. A game for a plurality of players, the game compris 
mg: 

a playing ?eld; 

a path, disposed on the playing ?eld, comprising at least 
a ?rst set of path segments bearing ?rst indicia, a 
second set of path segments bearing second indicia, a 
third set of path segments bearing third indicia, a fourth 
set of path segments bearing fourth indicia, a ?fth set 
of path segments comprising one start-segment for each 
of the plurality of players, each start-segment bearing a 
unique start indicium, a siXth set of path segments 
comprising one end-segment for each of the plurality of 
players, each end-segment bearing a unique end indi 
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cium, a set of blank path segments, and a center path 
segment, bearing a center indicium, located at the 
center of the playing ?eld; 

at least ?rst, second, third, and fourth regions, disposed on 
the playing ?eld, each region bounded by a portion of 
the path; 

play money for conducting monetary transactions during 
Play; 

a token for marking each player’s path segment at each 
instant of play; 

a ?rst chance means for randomly generating a plurality 
of numerical and non-numerical outcomes; 

a second chance means for randomly issuing a player a 
?rst player-directive, in response to the ?rst indicia, 
from a plurality of distinct ?rst player-directives; 

a third chance means for randomly issuing a player a 
second player-directive, in response to the second indi 
cia, from a plurality of distinct second player-direc 
tives; 

a fourth chance means for randomly issuing a player a 
third or fourth player-directive, in response to the third 
and fourth indicia, from a plurality of distinct third and 
fourth player-directives; 

a ?fth chance means for randomly issuing a player a ?fth 
player-directive, in response to particular ?rst and 
second player-directives, from a plurality of distinct 
?fth player-directives; 

a means for issuing a player a siXth player-directive, in 
response to particular second player-directives, from a 
plurality of distinct siXth player-directives; 

a siXth chance means for randomly assigning each player 
a path segment for starting the game and a path segment 
for ending the game; 

a jail indicium, disposed on the playing ?eld, for tempo 
rarily positioning a player’s token according to player 
directives issued by the ?fth or siXth chance means; 

a seventh chance means for randomly assigning each 
player at least one societal role; 

an eighth chance means for randomly issuing a player at 
least one seventh player-directive for altering particular 
?rst-, second-, third-, fourth-, ?fth-, or siXth-player 
directives; and 

a recording means for recording player directives. 
26. The game of claim 25, Wherein the ?rst chance means 

is a pair of dice. 
27. The game of claim 26, Wherein each die of the pair of 

dice comprises: four faces bearing indicia representing 
numerical values of one, tWo, three, and four, respectively, 
a face bearing a ?fth die-indicium, and a face bearing a siXth 
die-indicium. 

28. The game of claim 25, Wherein the second chance 
means is a deck of shuffled cards. 

29. The game of claim 25 , Wherein the third chance means 
is a deck of shuffled cards. 

30. The game of claim 25, Wherein the fourth chance 
means is a mixed deck of shuffled cards. 
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31. The game of claim 30, Wherein the miXed deck 
comprises a deck of cards having the third player-directives 
thereon. 

32. The game of claim 31, Wherein the miXed deck further 
comprises a deck of cards having the fourth player-direc 
tives thereon. 

33. The game of claim 25, Wherein the ?fth chance means 
is a deck of shuffled cards. 

34. The game of claim 25, Wherein the siXth chance means 
is a deck of shuffled cards. 

35. The game of claim 25, Wherein the seventh chance 
means is a deck of shuffled cards. 

36. The game of claim 35, Wherein the seventh chance 
means further includes a pair of dice. 

37. The game of claim 36, Wherein each die of the pair of 
dice comprises: four faces bearing indicia representing 
numerical values of one, tWo, three, and four, respectively, 
a face bearing a ?fth die-indicium, and a face bearing a siXth 
die-indicium. 

38. The game of claim 25, Wherein the eighth chance 
means is a deck of shuffled cards. 

39. Amethod for playing a game for a plurality of players, 
the method comprising: 

providing a playing ?eld having a path disposed thereon, 
the path having a plurality path segments, the plurality 
of path segments comprising at least a ?rst set of path 
segments bearing ?rst indicia, a second set of path 
segments bearing second indicia, a third set of path 
segments bearing third indicia, a fourth set of path 
segments bearing fourth indicia, a ?fth set of path 
segments comprising one start-segment for each of the 
plurality of players, each start-segment bearing a 
unique start indicium, a siXth set of path segments 
comprising one end-segment for each of the plurality of 
players, each end-segment bearing a unique end indi 
cium, a set of blank path segments, and a center path 
segment, bearing a center indicium, located at the 
center of the playing ?eld, the playing ?eld also having 
at least ?rst, second, third, and fourth regions, each 
region bounded by a portion of the path; 

providing play money for conducting monetary transac 
tions during play; 

providing each player With token for identifying the path 
segment occupied by each player at each instant of 
Play; 

providing a ?rst chance means for randomly generating a 
plurality of numerical and non-numerical outcomes, the 
plurality of numerical outcomes including at least one 
set of special numerical outcomes and the plurality of 
non-numerical outcomes including at least ?rst, sec 
ond, and third sets of non-numerical outcomes; 

providing a second chance means for randomly issuing a 
player a ?rst player-directive from a plurality of distinct 
?rst player-directives, the plurality of distinct ?rst 
player-directives including at least ?rst, second, and 
third types of ?rst player-directives; 

providing a third chance means for randomly issuing a 
player a second player-directive from a plurality of 
distinct second player-directives, the plurality of dis 
tinct second player-directives including at least ?rst, 
second, and third types of second player-directives; 
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providing a fourth chance means for randomly issuing a 
player a third or fourth player-directive from a plurality 
of distinct third and fourth player-directives, the plu 
rality of distinct third player-directives including at 
least ?rst and second types of third player-directives, 
and the plurality of distinct fourth player-directives 
including at least ?rst, second, and third types of fourth 
player-directives; 

providing a ?fth chance means for randornly issuing a 
player a ?fth player-directive from a plurality of dis 
tinct ?fth player-directives, in response to the ?rst type 
of ?rst or second player-directives, the plurality of 
distinct ?fth player-directives including at least ?rst, 
second, third, and fourth types of ?fth player-direc 
tives; 

providing a siXth chance means for randornly assigning 
each player a path segment for starting the game and a 
path segment for ending the game; 

providing a means for issuing a player a siXth player 
directive from a plurality of distinct siXth player-direc 
tives in response to the second type of second player 
directives, the plurality of distinct siXth player 
directives including at least ?rst and second types of 
siXth player-directives, the second type of siXth player 
directive including at least ?rst, second, third, and 
fourth subtypes; 

providing a means for players to record at least the second 
type of second player-directive, the second and third 
types of ?fth player-directives, the ?rst and second 
types of siXth-player-directives, and the second and 
third subtypes of the second type of sixth-player 
directives; 

providing a jail; 

providing a seventh chance means for randornly assigning 
each player a societal role; 

providing an eighth chance means for randornly issuing a 
player a seventh player-directive, from a plurality of 
distinct seventh player-directives, for negating or rniti 
gating a corresponding directive from the ?rst type of 
?rst, second, third, fourth, ?fth, or siXth player-direc 
tives, the second type of second or ?fth player-direc 
tives, the ?rst, second, third, or fourth subtypes of the 
second type of siXth player-directive, or the third type 
of ?fth player-directives, as appropriate, or for getting 
out of jail; 

assigning each player at least one societal role using the 
seventh chance rneans; 

distributing an identical amount of play money to each 
player; 

assigning each player a path segment on Which to place 
the token at the start of the game and a path segment on 
Which the token Will reside at the end of the game using 
the siXth chance rneans; issuing each player at least one 
seventh player-directive using the eighth chance 
rneans; 

determining the order in Which the players start the game 
using the ?rst chance means to randomly generate 
nurnerical outcomes, the player having the highest 
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nurnerical outcorne going ?rst, the second highest 
nurnerical outcorne going second, etc.; 

initiating a player’s turn by generating a numerical or 
non-nurnerical outcorne using the ?rst chance rneans; 

stopping on a path segrnent bearing the ?rst indiciurn; 

using the second chance means to randomly obtain a 
?rst-player directive; 

folloWing the ?rst player-directive; 

using the ?fth chance means to randomly obtain a ?fth 
player-directive for the ?rst type of ?rst player-direc 
tive; 

opting to use the seventh player-directive for negating or 
rnitigating a corresponding ?rst type of ?rst player 
directive; 

stopping on a path segrnent bearing the second indiciurn; 

using the third chance means to randomly obtain a sec 
ond-player directive; 

folloWing the second player-directive; 

using the ?fth chance means to randomly obtain a ?fth 
player-directive for the ?rst type of second player 
directive; 

recording the receipt of the second type of second player 
directive using the recording means; 

using the means for obtaining a siXth player-directive for 
the second type of second player-directive; 

opting to use the seventh player-directive for negating or 
rnitigating a corresponding ?rst or second type of 
second player-directive; 

stopping on a path segrnent bearing the third or fourth 
indiciurn; 

using the fourth chance means to randomly obtain a third 
or a fourth player-directive; 

folloWing the third or fourth player directive; 

opting to use the seventh player-directive for negating or 
rnitigating a corresponding ?rst type of third or fourth 
player-directive; 

opting to change at least one societal role With one of the 
plurality of players or of relinquishing at least one 
assigned societal role and obtaining at least one differ 
ent societal role using the seventh chance means for the 
third type of fourth player-directive; 

opting to use the seventh player-directive for negating or 
rnitigating a corresponding ?rst, second, or third type of 
?fth player-directive, ?rst type of siXth player-direc 
tive, or ?rst, second, third, or fourth subtype of the 
second type of siXth player-directive; 

recording the non-negated or non-rnitigated ?rst, second, 
or third type of ?fth player-directive, ?rst type of siXth 
player-directive, or second or third subtype of the 
second type of siXth player-directive; 

going to jail for the ?rst type of ?fth player-directive and 
the ?rst subtype of the second type of siXth player 
directive, in the absence of a corresponding seventh 
player-directive; 
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getting out of jail; 

ejecting a player from the game When the player posses 
more than tWo of the second types of sixth player 
directives; 

reaching the assigned end-segment With the token; 

receiving a ?rst sum of play money When the token 
reaches the player’s assigned end-segment; 

terminating play When all the players’ tokens reach the 
players’ respective end segments; and 

declaring the Winner of the game to be the player having 
the most play money. 

40. The method of claim 39, Wherein initiating a player’s 
turn comprises: 

moving the token the number of path segments equal to 
the numerical outcome for a numerical outcome not 
included in the set of special numerical outcomes; 

opting to move the token the number of path segments 
equal to the numerical outcome or moving the token the 
number of path segments equal to tWice the numerical 
outcome for a numerical outcome from the set of 
special numerical outcomes; 

?ning the player and depriving the player of at least one 
turn for a non-numerical outcome from the ?rst set of 
non-numerical outcomes; 

depriving the player of at least one turn for a non 
numerical outcome from the second set of non-numeri 
cal outcomes; or 

collecting a sum of play money and opting to use the ?rst 
chance means to generate another numerical or non 
numerical outcome for a non-numerical outcome from 
the third set of non-numerical outcomes. 

41. The method of claim 39, Wherein getting out of jail 
using is accomplished by 

paying a ?ne using the play money; 

obtaining a special numerical outcome using the ?rst 
chance H16 ans; or 

using the seventh player-directive for getting out of jail. 
42. The method of claim 39, further comprising eXchang 

ing at least one seventh player-directive With another player 
to obtain a needed seventh player-directive. 
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43. The method of claim 42, further comprising purchas 
ing at least one seventh player-directive from another player 
to obtain a needed seventh player-directive. 

44. The method of claim 39, Wherein using a seventh 
player directive comprises: 

relinquishing the seventh player-directive after use and 

using the eighth chance means to issue at least one neW 
seventh player-directive. 

45. The method of claim 39, Wherein reaching the 
assigned end-segment comprises 

opting to play additional rounds; 

using the siXth chance provision to obtain neW start and 
end path segments; 

receiving tWice the ?rst sum of money When reaching the 
assigned end-segment after each additional round; and 

removing at least one second type of siXth player-direc 
tive from the recording means When reaching the 
assigned end-segment after each additional round. 

46. The method of claim 39, Wherein receiving the ?rst 
sum of play money When the token reaches the player’s 
assigned end-segment comprises: 

opting to increase the ?rst sum of play money using the 
?rst chance means to generate a ?rst numerical or 
non-numerical outcome and 

receiving the product of a second sum of play money, that 
is less than the ?rst sum of money, and a ?rst numerical 
outcome from the ?rst chance means for a numerical 
outcome not included in the set of special numerical 
outcomes; 

obtaining a siXth player-directive using the means for 
obtaining a siXth player-directive for a ?rst non-nu 
merical outcome from the ?rst set of non-numerical 
outcomes; or 

opting to receive tWice the ?rst sum of play money or to 
use the ?rst chance provision to generate a second 
numerical or non-numerical outcome for a ?rst non 

numerical outcome from the third set of non-numerical 
outcomes and receiving tWice the product of the second 
sum of play money and a second numerical outcome. 


